There are so many different makes and models of lawnmowers out there with
different specifications, cutting decks and attachments. Not all Lawns are the same
shape, size or maintenance level, we know that but how do you know when choosing a
lawnmower, which will work best for your lawn care needs? With that being said we
hope this will help you in choosing which options will be best for your lawn care needs.
The Zero-turn has become very popular in the consumer side of customers. The
Zero-turn is greater value, greater performance for medium to large areas. The Zero
turn has been divided into three categories to better suit homeowner, Landscaper and
Professional needs, the PZ & P-ZT Series, the MZ & M-ZT series and the RZ series.

PZ & P-ZT Series
The PZ Series represents the latest in high-performance mowing. Their drive systems,
operator interface and cutting deck designs deliver superior cut quality and clipping
dispersal, all in higher ground speeds. Careful consideration of components and design
not only provide extended durability, but unprecedented ease of service access. The
P-ZT Series combines the rugged chassis, heavy-duty casers, convenient interface and
clean service access from the PZ Series, with new commercial-duty cutting decks and
integrated drive systems. The open Design allows for better access to service areas
and the frame also incorporates tie-down points for securing the unit during transport.
The deck was developed using CFD (computational fluid dynamics) to optimize air flow
for superior cut quality and discharge performance.
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High-performance Kawasaki FX Series Engines
Convenient, intuitive ergonomics and controls
Optimized air flow and discharge performance
PZ Series 7-gauge fabricated deck
P-ZT Series 10-gauge fabricated deck.

MZ & M-ZT Series
The MZ and M-ZT Series zero-turn mowers from Husqvarna take commercial value to a
whole new level. The intuitive operator interface, 13gauge 2” x 3” heavy-duty steel
frame and commercial-rated hydraulic system provide the ultimate entry level
commercial mowing experience. With durable steel decks that are mulch and collection
capable, the MZ and M-ZT mowers are the practical choice for all of your property
maintenance needs.
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Large 22”-23” rear tires
Mega-sized Welded Steel Frame
Commercial-rated Hydraulic Drive Systems
Simple Foot-Operated Deck Lift
Fabricated 11-Sauge Steel Deck (Select Models)
Powerful Engines

RZ Series
For manoeuvrability, efficiency and convenience in a homeowner zero-turn mower
package, the RZ Series really delivers true zero-turn mower performance with twin,
maintenance-free integrated transmissions, heavy-duty wide front casters and a rugged
tube steel frame. Air induction cutting decks with a reinforced deck trim allow side
ejection, optional mulch and collection capable. Convenient control placement, foam
padded steering levels and an adjustable seat make RZ Series mowers easy and
enjoyable to operate.
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SmartSwitch and ReadyStart for ride system- Automotive like starting (RZ46i only)
Rugged 1.5”x2” Tube Frame Design
Convenient seat slide spring suspension
Fully adjustable and dampened steering levels
Fabricated decks featuring twin sheets of 11-gauge steel (select models)
High-Performance, Air induction cutting decks

